
INSTRUCTIONS

1
Wear your fitness tracker with the display on the inside of your wrist.
Press the MODE key once each time you want to change the display
between TIME, DISTANCE, STEPS and CALORIES.
Clock

To set the clock, use the MODE key to change the display to TIME. 
Hold the SET key for 2 seconds until numbers flash. Press the
MODE key to select 12 hours for AM/PM display or 24 hours for
military time. When you have made your selection, press SET. 
The TIME will now flash starting with the hour. Use the MODE key
to change the hour number and then press SET. 
The minutes will now start flashing. Use the MODE key to change
the minutes and then press SET.

Distance
To measure the distance you travel each day, use the MODE key
to switch to DISTANCE. 
Measure your step length in centimeters by placing a tape
measure on the floor. Start with your heels at the zero end of the
tape measure and take one normal step forward. Measure the
distance at your heel. This is your step length.
Or, use the Estimate Stride Length by Height chart to determine
your step length.
Hold the SET key for 2 seconds until numbers flash. Press the
MODE key until the number equals your step length. Then press
the SET key. 60 is the highest setting available.
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Step Count
To reset your STEP count to zero at the start of each day, use the
MODE key to switch to STEPS.
Record your steps from the previous day in your Daily Step
Tracker.
Hold the SET key for 2 seconds and the step count will reset to
zero.

Calories
To approximately measure the number of calories you use by
exercising each day, use the MODE key to switch to CALORIES.
Reset the calorie counter to zero each morning by holding the SET
key for 2 seconds.
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Malfunction Descriptions2
Inaccurate Step Count – Make sure you swing your arms regularly
when you walk or run. Wear your fitness tracker on the inside of
your wrist!
Blurry Display –The battery is low and needs to be replaced.
Dark Display – The fitness tracker is too hot due to sunshine
exposure. The display will return to normal when you move indoors to
a cooler environment.

Product Information3

Battery - 1.5v cell batter AG10 or LR1130.
Keep wristband tracker away from fire and water.


